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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 28 (1992), 5 { 9EDGE SHIFT DISTANCE BETWEEN TREESBohdan ZelinkaDedicated to Professor F. Sik on the occasion of his seventieth birthdayAbstract. Edge shift distance between isomorphism classes of graphs, introducedby M. Johnson, is investigated in the case of trees and compared with other dis-tances.Various distances between isomorphism classes of graphs were studied by vari-ous authors. The author of this paper has introduced the distance based on com-mon subgraphs [4] and on common subtrees [5]. The edge distance was introducedby V. Balaz, J. Koca, V. Kvasnicka and M. Sekanina [1] and has found applicationsin the organic chemistry. The edge rotation distance was dened by G. Chartrand,F. Saba and H.-B. Zou [2]. The edge shift distance was introduced by M. Johnson[3] and is closely related to the edge rotation distance.We consider nite undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges.Let G be a nite undirected graph. Let u; v; w be tree pairwise distinct verticesof G such that u is adjacent to v and is not adjacent to w. To perform the rotationof the edge uv into the position uw means to delete the edge uv from G andto add the edge uw to G. Let   (n; m) denote the class of all undirected graphswith n vertices and m edges. In [2] it is proved that if G1; G2 are two graphsfrom   (n; m), then G1 can be transformed into a graph isomorphic to G2 by anite number of edge rotations. The minimumnumber of edge rotations necessaryfor doing this called the edge rotation distance between the graphs G1; G2 anddenoted by der (G1; G2). We speak about the distance between graphs, but moreprecisely we should have to speak about the distance between isomorphism classesof graphs. This is a metric on the set of all isomorphism classes of graphs from  (n; m).A special kind of the edge rotation is the edge shift. The shift of the edgeuv into the position uw is the rotation of uv into the position uw in the casewhen the vertices v; w are adjacent in G. Let  c (n; m) denote the class of allconnected undirected graphs with n vertices and m edges. In [3] it is proved that1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : 05C05, 05C35.Key words and phrases: edge shift distance, edge rotation distance, tree.Received January 2, 1989. 5
6 BOHDAN ZELINKAif G1; G2 are two graphs from  c (n; m), then G1 can be transformed into a graphisomorphic to G2 by a nite number of edge shifts. The minimum number of edgeshifts necessary for doing this is called the edge shift distance between the graphsG1; G2 and denoted by des (G1; G2). This is a metric on the set of all isomorphismclasses of graphs from  c (n; m).Note that we must consider  c (n; m) instead of   (n; m), because it is notpossible to transform a connected graph into a disconnected one by an edge shift,while by an edge rotation it is possible.We shall study the edge shift distance on the class of the trees with a givennumber n of vertices; this is the class  c (n; n  1).The rst theorem holds for the graphs in general.Theorem 1. Let G1; G2 be two graphs from  c (n; m), let  denote the maxi-mum degree of a vertex in a graph. Thendes (G1; G2) = j(G1) (G2)j :Proof. If in the graph G we perform the edge shift of uv into the position uw,then the degree of v decreases by one and the degree of w increases by one, whilethe degrees of all other vertices remain unchanged. thus the maximumdegree of avertex of G can increase at most by one. Without loss of generality let  (G1) 55 (G2). Then for transforming G1 into a graph isomorphic to G2 it is necessaryto perform at least  (G2) (G1) edge shifts, which implies the assertion. Theorem 2. Let T1, T2 be two trees from  c (n; n 1), let d denote the diameterof a graph. Then des (T1; T2)  jd (T1)  d (T2)j :Proof. Without loss of generality let d (T1) 5 d (T2). Let u; v; w be tree pairwisedistinct vertices of T1 such that v is adjacent to u and w, while u and w are notadjacent. By deleting the edges uv and vw from T1 we obtain a graph having threeconnected components T1 (u); T1 (v); T1 (w) such that u is in T1 (u), v is in T1 (v)and w is in T1 (w). If we perform the shift of the edge uv into the position uw,then the distance between any vertex of T1 (u) and any vertex of T1 (v) increasesby one and the distance between any vertex of T1 (u) and any vertex of T1 (w)decreases by one, while the distances between all other pairs of vertices remainunchanged. Hence the diameter increases by at most one. For transforming T1into a tree isomorphic to T2 it is necessary to perform at least d (T2)  d (T1) edgeshifts, which implies the assertion. Theorem 3. Let S be a star with n vertices, let T 2  c (n; n  1). Thendes (S; T ) = n  1 (T ):Proof. If T is a star, then T = S and des (S; T ) = n   1   (T ) = 0. Supposethat T is not a star. As  (S) = n   1 = (T ). Theorem 1 implies des (S; T ) =
EDGE SHIFT DISTANCE BETWEEN TREES 7= n  1 (T ). Let w be a vertex of T of degree  (T ). As T is not a star, thereexists a vertex v of T which is adjacent to w and to another vertex u. As T is atree, the vertices u and w are not adjacent. Thus it is possible to perform the shiftof the edge uv into the position uw. In the tree thus obtained the degree of w is (T )+1. We shall proceed n 1 (T ) times in this way; then we obtain a treefrom  c (n; n  1) in which the degree of w is n  1 and this tree is isomorphic toS. This implies the assertion. Theorem 4. Let P be a snake with n vertices, let T 2  c (n; n  1). Thendes (P; T ) = n  1  d (T ) :Remark. A snake is a tree consisting of one path.Proof. As d (P ) = n 1 = d (T ), Theorem 2 implies des (P; T ) = n 1 d (T ). IfT is a snake, then T = P and des (P; T ) = 0 = n  1  d (T ). If T is not a snake,then let D be a diametral path of T . As T is not a snake, there exists a vertex v ofD adjacent to a vertex w not belonging to D. Let u be a vertex of D adjacent tov; as T is a tree, the vertices u and w are not adjacent. Thus is possible to performthe shift of the edge uv into the position uw. In the tree thus obtained there existsa diametral path D0 of length d (T ) + 1 obtained from D by substituting the edgeuv by a path of length 2 with the inner vertex w. We shall proceed n  1  d (T )times in this way; then we obtain a tree from  c (n; n   1) having the diametern  1 and this tree is isomorphic to P . This implies the assertion. Corollary 1. Let S be a star with n vertices,let P be a snake with n vertices. Thendes (P; S) = n  3 :As every edge shift is an edge rotation, but not conversely, it is easy to seethat des (G1; G2) = des (G1; G2) for any two graphs G1; G2 from  c (n; m). Thenext theorem will show that the dierence between these two distances can bearbitrarily large.Theorem 5. Let q be a positive integer. Then there exists a positive integer nand two trees T1; T2 from  c (n; n  1) such thatdes (T1; T2)  der (T1; T2) = q :Proof. Let n = 3q+4. Let T1 be a snake with n vertices, let T2 be a tree obtainedfrom three snakes with q+2 vertices each by choosing one terminal vertex in eachof them and identifying these three vertices. Let the center of T2 be v, let u be avertex adjacent to v in T2 and let w be a terminal vertex of T2 such that u doesnot lie between v and w. As T2 is a tree, the vertices u and w are not adjacent.By the rotation of uv into the position uw a snake, i. e. a tree isomorphic to T1, isobtained and hence der (T1; T2) = 1. On the other hand, d (T1) = n  1 = 3q+ 3 ,
8 BOHDAN ZELINKAd (T2) = 2q + 2 and thus des (T1; T2) = jd (T1)   d (T2)j = q + 1. By q edge shiftsalong the q edges between v and w the edge uv is transferred into the position uwand a snake is obtained. Hence des (T1; T2) = q + 1, which implies the assertion.squareNow we return to Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 and look for the bounds for theedge shift distance.Theorem 6. Let T1; T2 be two trees from  c (n; n  1). Thendes (T1; T2) 5 2n  2 (T1)  (T2) :Proof. This follows from the triangle inequality for T1; T2 and the star S with nvertices and from Theorem 3. Theorem 7. Let T1; T2 be two trees from  c (n; n  1)). Thendes (T1; T2) 5 2n  2d (T1)  d (T2) :Proof. This follows from the triangle inequality for T1; T2 and the snake P withn vertices and from Theorem 4. Corollary 2. Let T1; T2 be two trees from  c (n; n   1) for n = 4. Thendes (T1; T2) 5 2n  7 :Proof. We have  (T1) = 2,  (T2) = 2. If  (T1) =  (T2) = 2, the both T1; T2are snakes, hence T1 = T2 and des (T1; T2) = 0. If  (T1) = 3 or  (T2) = 3, thenthe inequality follows from Theorem 5. Probably this upper bound is not the best possible.Conjecture. There exists a constant k such thatdes (T1; T2) 5 n+ kfor every two trees T1; T2 from  c (n; n   1) at arbitrary n.It would be also interesting to compare des with the distance dT dened in [5]in such a way that dT (T1; T2) for T1; T2 from  c (n; n   1) is equal to n minusthe maximum number of vertices of a tree which is isomorphic simultaneously toa subtree of T1 and to a subtree of T2. In [6] it was proved that the edge rotationdistance of two trees from  c (n; n 1) is always less than or equal to the distancedT . Here we shall show that for the edge shift distance an analogous inequalitydoes not hold.
EDGE SHIFT DISTANCE BETWEEN TREES 9Theorem 8. For each positive integer q there exists a positive integer n and twotrees T1; T2 from  c (n; n  1) such thatdT (T1; T2)  des (T1; T2) = q :Proof. Let p be an even integer, p > 6q. Let n = p + q + 1. Let P be a snakewith p + 1 vertices, let c be the center of P , let z be a vertex of P adjacent toa terminal vertex of P . Let S be a star with q + 1 vertices. Let T1 (or T2) bethe tree obtained by identifying the center of S with c (or z respectively). BothT1; T2 are trees with n vertices. The snake B is a subtree of both T1 and T2 withp+ 1 vertices and evidently no tree with more than p+ 1 vertices is isomorphic tosubtrees of both T1 and T2. Hence dT (T1; T2) = n  (p+1) = q. The diameters ofboth T1 and T2 are equal to p and thus by Theorem 7 we have des (T1; T2) 5 2q.Each of the graphs T1; T2 contains exactly one vertex of degree q+2. In T2 such avertex is a terminal vertex of a path of length p  1, while in T1 the longest pathsoutgoing from it have the length p=2. As p > 6q and one edge shift can change thelength of a path or the degree of a vertex at most by one, it is easy to see thatdes (T1; T2) = 2q which implies the assertion. Theorem 9. For each positive integer q there exists a positive integer n and twotrees T1; T2 from  c (n; n  1) such thatdes (T1; T2)  dT (T1; T2) = q :Proof. Let p be an odd integer, p > 2q. Let n = p + q + 1. Let P be a snakewith p vertices, let c be the center of P , let z be a vertex of P adjacent to c. LetS be a star with q+ 2 vertices. Let T1 (or T2) be the tree obtained by identifyingone terminal vertex of S with c (or z respectively). Similarly as in the proof of theTheorem 8 we have dT (T1; T2) = q + 1. On the other hand, if c0 is the center ofS, then by the shift of the edge c0c into the position c0z the tree T1 is transformedinto T2 and hence des (T1; T2) = 1, which implies the assertion. References[1] Balaz V., Koca J., Kvasnicka V., Sekanina M., A metric for graphs, Casop. pest. mat. 111(1986), 431-433.[2] Chartrand G., Saba F., Zou H.B., Edge rotations and distance between graphs, Casop. pest.mat. 110 (1985), 87-91.[3] Johnson M., An ordering of some metrics dened on the space of graphs, Czech Math. J. 37(1987), 75-85.[4] Zelinka B., On a certain distance between isomorphism classes of graphs, Casop. pest. mat.100 (1975), 371-373.[5] Zelinka B., A distance between isomorphism classes of trees, Czech. Math. J. 33 (1983),126-130.[6] Zelinka B., Comparison of various distances between isomorphism classes of graphs, Casop.pest. mat. 110 (1985), 289-293.Bohdan ZelinkaDepartment of MathematicsInstitute of Mechanical and Textile TechnologyLiberec, Czechoslovakia
